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Tools of the Trade

Tracking the dynamics of the social brain: ERP
approaches for social cognitive and affective
neuroscience
David M. Amodio,1 Bruce D. Bartholow,2 and Tiffany A. Ito3
1

Event-related potential (ERP) approaches to social cognitive and affective neuroscience (SCAN) are not as widely used as other neuroimaging techniques, yet they offer several unique advantages. In particular, the high temporal resolution of ERP measures of neural activity make them ideally suited
for studying the dynamic interplay of rapidly unfolding cognitive and affective processes. In this article, we highlight the utility of ERP methods for
scientists investigating questions of SCAN. We begin with a brief description of the physiological basis of ERPs and discussion of methodological
practices. We then discuss how ERPs may be used to address a range of questions concerning social perception, social cognition, attitudes, affect and
self-regulation, with examples of research that has used the ERP approach to contribute important theoretical advances in these areas. Whether used
alone or in combination with other techniques, the ERP is an indispensable part of the social and affective neuroscientists methodological toolkit.
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INTRODUCTION
When most people think of neuroimaging data, they picture vivid
brain slices with activations glowing in brilliant reds, yellows and
blues, as if brain regions were actually alight with neural firing. Such
visualizations represent data from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or, less often, positron emission tomography (PET), both
of which give the sensation of peering directly into a working brain.
Far fewer people would imagine the relatively abstract waveform comprising the event-related potential (ERP), which represents changes in
neural activity across time. Indeed, it is far easier to represent location
than time in graphic form and for this reason, plots of ERP data are
much less likely to induce the level of awe inspired by fMRI or PET
results. But readers should not be fooled by their humbler appearance:
ERP methods provide a powerful tool for probing the temporal dynamics of neural processesa critical aspect of brain function that is
most informative about psychological mechanisms. With exquisite
temporal resolution (and spatial resolution that is often sufficient)
and encumbered by fewer practical constraints than fMRI, ERP methods offer the best approach to testing many questions central to social
cognitive and affective neuroscience (SCAN).
The goal of this article is to highlight the utility of ERP methods for
scientists investigating SCAN-related questions. We begin with a brief
description of the physiological basis of ERPs and discussion of methodological practices [for a more thorough treatment, see Luck (2005) or
Fabiani et al. (2007)]. We then discuss how ERPs have been used to
advance the understanding of issues important for social perception,
social cognition, attitudes, affect and self-regulation. We conclude with
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some notes on practical considerations for using ERP methods in the
SCAN laboratory.
WHAT ARE ERPS?
With apologies to our fMRI colleagues, we begin with a ‘bold’ statement: the images obtained from fMRI do not represent neural activity
per se, nor do they represent accurately when neural activity has
occurred. Rather, the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal
depicted in the striking renderings of fMRI data actually represents
changes in blood flow, inferred to occur as the result of oxygendependent neural activity having taken place within the preceding
4–6 s [for in-depth comparison and analysis of neural firing vs the
BOLD signal, see Logothetis (2002)]. Thus, the physiological signals
captured by fMRI are best characterized as indirect measures of neural
activation. In contrast, the ERP is a direct measure of neural activityan electrical potential generated by the firing of cortical neurons in
response to a specific event, such as the presentation of a stimulus or
the delivery of a responsewhich precisely coincides with that neural
activity.
Physiologically, ERPs represent the summation of post-synaptic
potentials from populations of synchronously active neurons, located
primarily in the cortex (see Allison et al., 1986; Coles and Rugg, 1995).
The columnar structure of cortical neurons aligns the electrical field
orientation of their potentials, creating a summated signal that is
strong enough to be detected at the scalp. The measured ERP typically
reflects one end of the electrical dipole produced by firing neurons
(i.e. the positive or the negative end). The neural source of a given ERP
component may be estimated by considering the orientation and
strength of a dipole signal, as measured at multiple sites across the
scalp (see Scherg and Picton, 1991; Huizenga and Molenaar, 1994).
These techniques often permit reasonably accurate estimates of the
underlying sources of scalp-recorded potentials and allow researchers
to connect ERP results to findings from other methods (e.g. fMRI, PET
or brain lesion studies).
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Extracting the ERP signal: creating the waveform
As with fMRI, EEG recordings reflect ongoing activity from sources
throughout the brain, much of which has little to do with the experimental task or psychological processes of interest. Thus, one must
extract the ERP ‘signal’ from the background EEG ‘noise’. This is
done by filtering the raw EEG signal, aligning the signals to events of
interest and averaging.
Filtering is the process by which algorithms are applied to the analog
signal to attenuate frequencies that are not of interest [see MarshallGoodell et al., (1990) for a review of bioelectrical measurement]. The
aligning and averaging process capitalizes on the principle that, once
EEG signals are aligned to an event of interest (e.g. a stimulus onset),
EEG activity unrelated to the processing of the event will vary randomly across trials and therefore will average to zero, whereas EEG
activity elicited by the event will vary according to properties of that
event and will stabilize when averaged across trials of the same type.
After normalizing the amplitude of each individual epoch to zero,
based on activity during an immediately preceding baseline period,
epochs of EEG elicited during particular trial types are averaged together to form individual subject averages. These individual averages
are then averaged together to create so-called grand averages, used to
display sample-level responses. This process reveals the characteristic
ERP waveform, with its sequence of positive and negative peaks
unfolding across the timespan of the selected epoch.1
1

There are several alternatives to the averaging approach to deriving ERP signals, such as principle components
analysis (PCA) (e.g. see Dien and Frischkoff, 2005). However, in most situations averaging and PCA produce highly
similar results.
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Fig. 1 A schematic representation of an ERP waveform elicited by a novel visual stimulus. The
vertical arrow on the timeline (horizontal axis) represents stimulus onset time. The positive and
negative deflections in the waveform represent typical ERP components, named here according to
their polarity (‘P’ for positive deflections and ‘N’ for negative deflections) and the approximate poststimulus time (in milliseconds) of their peaks. Note, however, that this temporal naming convention
is based on broad generalities such that the specific time varies considerably between different
experimental tasks. Another method for component naming involves assigning numbers to the
positive and negative deflections as a function of their ordinal position following stimulus onset (e.g.
N1, P1, N2, etc.). Note, also, that negative voltages are plotted above zero on the Y-axis, following
electrophysiological convention, although ERP waveforms are sometimes plotted with negative
voltages displayed below zero.

In general, two major classes of ERP waveforms are of interest for
SCAN researchers. Aligning EEG epochs to the onset of stimuli renders
a ‘stimulus-locked waveform’. Alternatively, one may align EEG epochs
to the moment when a behavioral response is made, producing a
‘response-locked waveform’. Stimulus-locked ERPs arise in response
to a specific stimulus, such as a visual image or auditory feedback.
Most stimulus-locked ERP components reflect some aspect of perceptual or attentional processing and it is generally assumed that the earlier the deflection emerges following stimulus onset, the more likely it
is to reflect an automatic or reflexive psychological process (see Fabiani
et al., 2007). Naming conventions for stimulus-locked ERPs typically
refer to the polarity (positive or negative) and either the ordinal position following the event (e.g. the first positive-going deflection following stimulus onset is P1, the first negative deflection is N1, etc.) or
the approximate time at which the deflection typically peaks (P100,
N100 and P200), as illustrated in Figure 1. Although the labels ascribed
to ERP components (especially stimulus-aligned components) can
sometimes be confusing to the uninitiated, ERP nomenclature is
intended to be generically descriptive, as opposed to referring to a
specific psychological function (e.g. like the ‘fusiform face area’).
This convention acknowledges that any particular neural signal or
structure is likely involved in multiple functions and that the function
of a signal (or structure) elicited in one kind of task may be very
different than a morphologically similar signal that is elicited by a
different task.
Response-locked components are useful for examining mechanisms
associated with the formation and regulation of a behavioral response.
Response-locked waves tend to be named according to their polarity
(positive vs negative) and the type of response that elicits them, such as
the ‘error-related negativity’ (ERN) and ‘error-positivity’ (Pe). For a
more in-depth discussion of ERP components and their interpretations, see Amodio and Bartholow (2011) or Luck and Kappenman
(2012).
Quantifying ERPs
Once averaged waveforms are computed for each participant and condition, they can be scored for analysis. The most common method of
scoring is to determine the time window in which a component of
interest emerges (generally based on visual inspection of averaged
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ERP measurement
In this section, we provide a brief overview of ERP recording techniques and processing steps [see Luck (2005); Bartholow and Amodio
(2009); Dickter and Kieffaber (2013) for more detailed reviews]. The
goal of this section is to provide readers with a basis for understanding
and interpreting ERP data in studies of SCAN-related topics. Most
ERP experiments in social cognition and affective science are built
upon a basic behavioral task design, which typically involves the carefully timed presentation of stimuli and the recording of behavioral
responses (e.g. on a computer). But compared with behavioral experiments, ERP tasks often include more trials (e.g. 30–50 per trial type)
and longer intertrial intervals (2–4 s), which may be jittered in timing
to help clarify distinct patterns of brain activity (as in event-related
fMRI designs).
During a recording session, participants are usually seated upright in
a comfortable chair, approximately 1 m from a computer screen, often
with a keyboard or button box placed on their lap or on a tray.
Electroencephalography (EEG) signals are recorded non-invasively
using electrodes, usually composed of silver/silver chloride or tin,
placed on the surface of the scalp, typically according to standard
placement guidelines (see American Encephalographic Society, 1994)
and fixed within a stretch-nylon cap. The electrodes are connected to a
set of pre-amplifiers located close to the participant’s scalp, which
provide enough initial amplification to convey this very weak signal
to the main amplifiers located more distally in the experimenter room.
These main amplifiers magnify the electrical signals emitted by neurons by a factor of 10 000–50 000 so they can be measured accurately.
The analog signals are then digitally sampled, usually at a frequency
ranging from 250 to 1000 Hz (samples per second) and stored to a
computer hard drive. With the high sampling rates afforded by
modern computers, ERPs reflect the native temporal resolution of
the post-synaptic potentials of interest.
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waveforms or canonical time windows used in past research) and then
to measure the average voltage within that window for each subject.
Alternatively, researchers sometimes use an automated ‘peak-picking’
algorithm to determine the maximal voltage of a component of interest
within a specified time rangea technique sometimes used on a subject-by-subject basis when there are notable individual differences in an
ERP component’s timing. However, given that individual subject
waveforms generally include more extreme values than are found in
grand average waveforms (i.e. averaged across subjects) and that individual peak amplitudes are not linearly related to the average of the
peaks, some theorists caution against the use of peak amplitude measures (see Fabiani et al., 1987; Luck, 2005). In addition to amplitude
scoring, the peak latency of an ERP component may be quantified as
the time point at which the component reaches its peak amplitude.

Attitudes and evaluative processes
Using ERPs to assess attitudes
In a seminal early report, Cacioppo et al. (1993) employed a novel use
of the ERP to examine attitudes. The widely studied P3 (also sometimes referred to as the P300 or, more generically, as the late positive
potential or LPP) is a relatively large, positive deflection that peaks
between 300 and 800 ms post-stimulus. (For an in-depth review of P3,
its putative neural sources and its hypothesized psychological function,
see Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005.) Cacioppo et al. noted that P3 amplitude
often is increased when a given stimulus represents a category different
from that of preceding stimuli (e.g. Squires et al., 1976; Donchin and
Coles, 1988). Their paradigm represented a modification of a classic
‘oddball’ task often used to elicit the P3, in which relatively infrequent
target stimuli (i.e. oddballs) are presented among more frequent context stimuli. Cacioppo et al. (1993) applied the oddball paradigm to
the categorization of evaluative (i.e. positive vs negative) words, and
found that when a target word was evaluatively inconsistent with context words, such as when a negative word appeared within a series
of positive words, a pronounced P3 was evoked. Thus, although the
P3 does not represent evaluative processing directly, its sensitivity to
contextual inconsistency combined with a well-designed experimental
task provided a method for assessing attitudes that did not rely on
participants’ self-reports (see also Cacioppo et al., 1994; Crites and
Cacioppo, 1996; Ito et al., 1998).
Subsequent research has used this technique as a measure of implicit
attitudes (for a review, see Ito and Cacioppo, 2007). For example,
Crites et al., (1995) compared P3 amplitudes for conditions in which
participants reported their attitudes toward target objects truthfully or
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falsely. Across conditions, the P3 was sensitive to the true evaluative
nature of the stimuli and not to subjects’ explicit reports (see also Ito
and Cacioppo, 2000).
Ito and colleagues have also used ERPs to better understand the
relationship between spontaneous categorization processes and
White participants’ explicit, self-reported evaluations of Black
Americans as a group. Ito et al., (2004) presented participants
with images of White people’s faces, Black people’s faces and positive
objects, each of which appeared in the context of negative images.
Using this task, the authors could test whether oddball ERPs elicited
by either Black or White faces differed from ERPs to the negative word
‘context’ stimuli. Results revealed that pictures of White faces elicited
larger amplitudes of two components, the P2 (also called the vertex
positive potential) and the N2, than Black faces, suggesting the responses to White faces were more evaluatively discrepant from the
negative context. A similar pattern was observed in the LPP component among participants who reported highly prejudiced attitudes on
the Modern Racism Scale (McConahay et al., 1981). This research
provides an example of how ERPs can be used to assess implicit
racial attitudes in the context of categorizing faces.
Mechanisms of affective priming
Social psychologists have studied implicit attitudes for >30 years, yet
the neural and psychological processes that drive them are still poorly
understood. In an early demonstration, Fazio et al. (1986) showed that
an affective target word is categorized in terms of its valence (positive
or negative) more quickly when preceded by prime words of the same
valence (i.e. congruent trials) than by prime words of the opposite
valence (i.e. incongruent trials). Although this ‘affective congruency
effect’ has since been replicated many times (e.g. see Klauer and
Musch, 2003), researchers continue to debate its underlying mechanisms (e.g. Klauer et al., 2005).
Recently, some researchers have begun using ERPs to shed light on
these underlying mechanisms. For example, Bartholow et al. (2009)
used ERPs in an attempt to identify the locus of the affective congruency effect in the evaluative categorization process, the response output
process or both (for discussion of this issue, see Klauer and Musch,
2003). The classic interpretation of the affective congruency effect is
that evaluative categorization of congruent targets is facilitated, compared with incongruent targets, due to the relative proximity of congruent primes and targets in a semantic network (Fazio et al., 1986).
This suggests a locus for the effect in the evaluative categorization
process. As noted in the previous section, considerable research has
linked P3 amplitude with the magnitude of change in evaluative categorization and peak P3 latency has been associated with stimulus
evaluation time (see Kutas et al., 1977; McCarthy and Donchin,
1981). Thus, Bartholow et al. reasoned that if the affective congruency
effect reflects differences in evaluative categorization across trial types,
incongruent trials should elicit larger and/or slower P3 responses than
congruent trials. However, this was not observed.
More recent accounts of the affective congruency effect posit a locus
in the response output process such that incongruent trials elicit
response conflict when the response associated with the prime conflicts
with the response called for by the target (see Klinger et al., 2000;
Wentura and Rothermund, 2003). If so, the amplitude of the lateralized readiness potential (LRP), a dynamic measure of motor cortex
activation associated with preparation and initiation of behavioral
responses (see Coles, 1989), should show evidence of response activation following the onset of the prime even before the target appears.
This is indeed what Bartholow et al. (2009) found: under conditions in
which congruent trials were as likely (50%) or more likely (80%) than
incongruent trials, the amplitude of the LRP elicited by prime words
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ERP STUDIES OF SOCIAL COGNITION AND AFFECT
How can ERPs be used to elucidate mechanisms of socio-cognitive and
affective processes? It is often difficult to test hypotheses about the
mechanisms underlying social and affective responses using only behavioral and self-report methods, given their relatively distal relation
to mental events of interest [which, in some cases, may be unavailable
to a participant’s introspection (Payne, 2001; Bartholow et al., 2009;
Amodio and Mendoza, 2010)]. Finally, it is difficult to unobtrusively
measure subtle online changes in mental processes using these traditional tools, as the measurement of these processes often interferes
with their natural psychological function (i.e. when interrupting an
ongoing response to have a participant complete an emotion questionnaire). Furthermore, fMRI is often unable to assess the neural activity
underlying the dynamic mechanisms of a response, given its very
coarse temporal resolution. ERPs offer a solution to these problems.
In this section, we describe research that has used ERPs to overcome
limitations of traditional methods to address some enduring questions
about social cognitive and affective processes.
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Person perception
Face perception
Social interactions often begin with the perception of a face. Not
surprisingly, much research on the initial stages of person perception
has focused on face processing. In ERP research, the N170 componentan early negative deflection prominent over occipital-temporal
scalp regions (particularly on the right side)responds selectively to
faces and is believed to reflect the early configural/holistic encoding
of a face in visual perception (e.g. Bentin et al., 1996; Eimer, 2000).
Research on the putative neural generator of the N170 suggests that it
reflects multiple sources located in the occipito-temporal region of
the brain, one of which is believed to be the fusiform gyrus (Deffke
et al., 2007). The N170 component is of special interest for the study
of social cognition because it presumably reflects the initial process of
recognizing that an object is a conspecificthe earliest stage of social
perception. In contrast to fMRI, which cannot discern the initial
encoding of a face from more elaborative processing, the N170 can
reveal differences in the extent to which an individual perceives another as a fellow human. Moreover, some recent evidence also suggests that the N170 is sensitive to higher level social/motivational
factors (Ofan et al., 2011, in press; Ratner and Amodio, 2013). For
these reasons, there has been a surge in research involving the N170
in social cognition.
Much recent research on the N170 component has examined
responses to faces from different social groups, testing, e.g. whether
ingroup/outgroup distinctions are made at this early processing stage.
These investigations ask, in effect, whether social categories lead people
to literally see ingroup and outgroup members’ faces differently. Initial
findings from the N170 research on this topic were rather mixed, with
some researchers observing larger N170 amplitudes to racial outgroups
than ingroups (e.g. Stahl et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2008), others
finding larger N170s to ingroup vs outgroup faces (Ito and Urland,
2005) and other studies finding no differences (e.g. Caldara et al., 2004;
Wiese et al., 2009). It is notable, however, that the tasks and stimuli
used to elicit the N170 varied considerably across these studies and

therefore inconsistencies within this small literature were likely due to
methodological variability (Ofan et al., 2011; Senholzi and Ito, 2013).
More recent work has clarified these issues by considering the effects
of individual differences, social goals and situational factors associated
with the processing of ingroup and outgroup faces. For example,
Ratner and Amodio (2013) measured the N170 in response to faces
classified according to an artificial, arbitrary group distinction
(i.e. ‘minimal group’ categories; see Tajfel and Turner, 1986) and
found larger N170 to ingroup compared with outgroup faces. This
result is consistent with research showing that when a group distinction is arbitrary, and when intergroup competition is absent, people
favor their own group members and are relatively indifferent to outgroup members (Brewer, 1999).
In the context of race, however, the outgroup may be threatening or
otherwise noteworthy, leading to enhanced processing of outgroup
faces. Indeed, greater processing of Black faces than White faces
was observed among White subjects who scored higher on a behavioral
measure of implicit prejudice (Ofan et al., 2011) and who viewed
faces while anxious about appearing prejudiced (Ofan et al.,
in press). Other work shows that explicit instructions to attend to
racial outgroup faces increases N170 responses to them, as compared
with ingroup faces (Senholzi and Ito, 2013) (Figure 2). Together, these
findings suggest that intergroup attitudes and goals can affect the
way we see faces in the first place such that early perceptual
biases may contribute to more elaborated forms of prejudice and
stereotyping that have been traditionally found in social psychological
research.
Social categorization
ERPs can also inform the process through which faces, once encoded,
are categorized according to relevant social groups. Early research
examined ERP responses as a function of a person’s gender, observing
effects in negative polarity ERP components as early as 65 ms and
then at 165 ms in parietal regions (Mouchetant-Rostaing et al.,
2000). Given that these very early components precede the N170,
they likely represent attention to coarse features of a face that are
anticipated by top–down cognitive and attentional processes. Studies
of racial categorization have observed similar patterns of early ERP
responses. Ito and Urland (2003) used an oddball task in which
target images were either consistent or inconsistent with the context
images, as a function of both race (Black vs White) and gender. This
study revealed that both gender and race were differentiated very rapidly, within 200 ms. Other studies have shown similar patterns of
effects using variations of this task (e.g. Ito and Urland, 2005;
Kubota and Ito, 2007) as well as several different types of implicit
racial bias tasks (Amodio et al., 2004; Correll et al., 2006; Dickter
and Bartholow, 2007, 2010; Hurtado et al., 2009). This literature of
ERP findings has helped to delineate the timing and sequence of cognitive categorization in the rapidly unfolding process of person
perception.
Stereotyping
To investigate the rapid activation of stereotypes, ERP components
that respond to the semantic relationship between words in a sentence
have been examined. In an early example of this research, Osterhout
et al., (1997) recorded ERPs while participants read sentences that
violated definitional (e.g. ‘the mailman took a shower after “she” got
home’) or gender–stereotypical (e.g. ‘Our aerobics instructor gave
“himself” a break’) noun–pronoun agreement (or violated neither).
Their findings indicated that P3/LPP amplitude was enhanced to sentences containing definitional as well as stereotypical incongruities
(compared with congruent control sentences), independent of
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showed that participants initially activated the response suggested by
the prime (e.g. preparing to press the ‘positive’ key following positive
primes).
Finally, Bartholow et al. (2009) measured the amplitude of the
N2 following target onset. In previous studies, the N2 has been
associated with the theorized conflict monitoring function of dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; see van Veen and Carter, 2002; Yeung
et al., 2004), in that experimental conditions invoking conflicting
response possibilities consistently lead to enhanced N2 amplitude
(see Folstein and Van Petten, 2008). Bartholow et al. hypothesized
that if primes elicit response activation (as indicated in the LRP),
then incongruent prime target pairs should evoke response conflict
as participants attempt to overcome their initial prime-driven tendency in order to correctly classify the valence of the target. Again,
the data were consistent with this ideathe amplitude of the N2 component was larger on incongruent than on congruent trials (again,
when the probability of congruent trials was either 50 or 80%).
Hence, overall these findings were consistent with the idea that affective congruency effects, at least within this classic paradigm, result
from conflict during the response output stage rather than from
‘spreading of activation’ effects within a semantic network. Reaching
this conclusion would be very difficult with fMRI, as the slow time
course of the BOLD signal would not permit an accurate characterization of the rapidly unfolding neural responses associated with this
effect.
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Fig. 2 N170s elicited by Black and White faces from White subjects, showing the effect of social
goals in the encoding of ingroup and outgroup faces. Panel A shows larger N170s to outgroup Black
than ingroup White faces when subjects are motivated to attend to faces at the level of unique
individuals. Panel B shows that the pattern reverses when subjects simply categorize the faces by
race, resulting in larger N170s to ingroup White than outgroup Black faces. Panel C shows the
topography of the N170 response (specifically over the 140–200 ms time window) (Senholzi and Ito,
2013). Structural face encoding: How task affects the N170’s sensitivity to race. Social Cognitive and
Affective Neuroscience, by permission of Oxford University Press.

participants’ overt judgments of the grammatical and syntactical correctness of the sentences. Bartholow et al., (2006, Experiment 1) subsequently demonstrated similar effects on P3 amplitude during
processing of racial stereotype–incongruent trait words in a sequential
priming task. This research demonstrated that social perceivers activated gender categories online as they evaluated new information
about a person.
More recently, researchers have begun to investigate whether a different componentthe N400 (or N4) known to be specifically sensitive
to semantic processes (see Kutas and Federmeier, 2000)is also sensitive to stereotyping. Kutas and Hillyard (1980) first famously reported
that the N400 is larger to sentence-ending words that violate semantic
context (e.g. ‘The pizza was too hot to “cry”’) compared with words
congruent with semantic context (e.g. ‘The pizza was too hot to “eat”’).
This feature has led some researchers to posit that the N400 might be
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sensitive to violations of semantic social knowledge, such as social
stereotypes (see Bartholow et al., 2001). Consistent with this idea,
White et al. (2009) recently observed larger N400 responses when subjects read sentences that, whereas semantically correct, violated rather
than confirmed gender stereotypes. Together, these studies affirm findings from previous behavioral work (e.g. Gaertner and McLaughlin,
1983; Dovidio et al., 1986) indicating that stereotype-based categorizations occur very rapidly, but go beyond those previous reports by
describing the time course over which such categorizations direct the
online comprehension of subsequent information.
Self-regulation
Self-regulation refers broadly to the process of coordinating goaldirected responses. Research on self-regulation and cognitive control
have focused on both corrective (i.e. bottom–up) and proactive
(i.e. top–down) aspects of control and ERP research has been instrumental in delineating the specific mechanisms involved in these
processes.
Amodio et al. (2004) used an ERP approach to identify the role of
conflict monitoring in the regulation of social responses. Building on
research in cognitive neuroscience (e.g. MacDonald et al., 2000;
Botvinick et al., 2001), Amodio et al. (2004) suggested that the selfregulation of responses to stereotyped targets involves the coordination
of two complementary processes: (i) an initial conflict monitoring
mechanism, subserved by activity in the dorsal ACC, which monitors
ongoing responses for conflict (e.g. between goal intentions and a racebiased tendency) and (ii) a regulative mechanism, associated with activity in lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), which responds to the conflict
by strengthening the influence of intentional responses to override an
unwanted tendency (Kerns et al., 2004). In particular, Amodio et al.
focused on the amplitude of the response-locked ERN component, a
prominent fronto-central negativity that develops concurrently with
the onset of a behavioral response (peaking around 50–80 ms postresponse), which is always larger for incorrect than for correct
responses (Figure 3). Considerable research has localized the ERN’s
source to the dorsal ACC (Dehaene et al., 1994; van Veen and
Carter, 2002), and its function to the operation of a conflict monitoring process (see Yeung et al., 2004).
By examining the ERN while participants completed a stereotype
inhibition task, Amodio et al. found that the ACC was sensitive to
unwanted stereotype-driven response tendencies, suggesting a role
for conflict monitoring in the regulation of racial bias. Moreover,
this research demonstrated that the monitoring of these responses
occurred implicitly and operated independently of the regulative control processa finding that relied on the high temporal resolution of
ERP methods. This pattern has been replicated in other studies of
racial stereotypes (Amodio et al., 2006, 2008a; Correll et al., 2006;
Bartholow et al., 2012) and of gender stereotypes (Ma et al., 2008).
Whereas work by Amodio and colleagues (e.g. Amodio et al., 2004,
2008a) has focused on the conflict monitoring process, other ERP
research has investigated the role of regulatory control in the expression of racial bias. For example, Bartholow et al. (2006) focused on the
amplitude of a frontal negative slow wave (FSW or NSW), a latedeveloping, negative-going deflection believed to reflect PFC responses
supporting regulative control processes (see West and Alain, 1999;
West and Schwarb, 2006; Bailey et al., 2010; West and Bailey, 2012).
In their study, Bartholow et al. used alcohol intoxication to manipulate
control, and found that intoxicated subjects exhibited impaired regulative control (as indicated by reduced FSW amplitude on stereotypic
inhibition trials) but not conflict monitoring (as indicated by the amplitude of the N2 component on those same trials). Importantly, the
amplitude of the FSW on stereotypic inhibition trials correlated with
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Fig. 3 Illustration of the ERN component, as observed in a study on the relation between political
orientation and individual differences in conflict monitoring processes (Amodio et al., 2007). Panel A
depicts the ERN component in response to errors on No-Go trials of a Go/No-Go task for both liberal
and conservative participants, showing greater responsiveness of the conflict monitoring process
among liberals (response made at 0 ms; ERN peaked at 44 ms post-response). The inset shows the
voltage map of the scalp distribution of the ERN. Panel B shows source localization maps, indicating
a dorsal anterior cingulate generator for the ERN, computed at peak amplitude (red line in panel A).

participants’ ability to withhold stereotypic responses, suggesting a link
between regulative control mechanisms in PFC and self-regulation of
racial bias. Other research has used a combination of ERPs and online
EEG measurement of frontal cortical activity to show that increases in
PFC are associated with enhanced regulative control over stereotypes
in behavior, and that this effect occurs by tuning participants’ perception of Black vs White faces (Amodio, 2010b).
Individual differences in self-regulatory processes
A number of studies have used ERP approaches to understand how
individual differences, such as in one’s social beliefs or motivations,
affect self-regulation. For example, building on their previous work
(Devine et al., 2002; Amodio et al., 2003;), Amodio and colleagues
(Amodio et al., 2008a) sought to understand why low-prejudice individuals who feel anxious about appearing prejudice in front of others
have more trouble inhibiting stereotypes than those who do not feel
anxious. These authors hypothesized that such anxious (i.e. externally
motivated; Plant and Devine, 1998) individuals may be less sensitive to
internal conflict monitoring signals associated with racial stereotypes.
Indeed, this group evidenced smaller ERNs to response conflicts on a
stereotype inhibition task than non-anxious individuals, and this ERN
effect explained the difference observed in their behavioral control of
stereotypes. Thus, the ERP approach provided a novel test of a social
cognitive mechanism to explain why some people are more prone to
expressing implicit stereotypes than others.
Other research has examined ERP responses on more basic conflict
tasks, such as the Stroop or Go/No-Go tasks, as a means to test
hypotheses about the roots of self-regulation in basic neurocognitive
systems (e.g. Amodio et al., 2007; Forbes et al., 2008; Amodio et al.,

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR USING ERP METHODS AS
A RESEARCH TOOL
Like virtually all methodologies, ERPs have advantages and disadvantages. A major advantage of ERPs as a dependent measure is their
unrivaled capacity for tracking the precise timing of neural processes;
ERPs currently represent one of the only direct measures of brain
activity as it occurs in real time (see also Gratton and Fabiani,
2001). The relative sluggishness of the hemodynamic response measured with fMRI can limit the inferences that can be drawn from fMRI
data, particularly for testing hypotheses about rapidly unfolding cognitive processes. Another major advantage of ERPs over traditional
behavioral measures, as mentioned previously, is the ability to measure
psychological processes independently from, or in the absence of, any
behavioral response. This property allows researchers to separate, for
example, the latency of overt responses from the timing of underlying
cognitive processes on which those responses are thought to depend
(see McCarthy and Donchin, 1981), as well as processes associated with
‘cognitive’ processing as opposed to response implementation (see
Coles et al., 1995).
There are also several practical benefits, including substantially lower
costs relative to neuroimaging methods frequently used in SCAN, and a
data collection environment that may be less impactful on subtle social
and affective processes of interest. An often overlooked advantage of
ERP relative to fMRI is that participants in the ERP lab sit upright
during data acquisition, whereas fMRI studies require participants to
lie supine and motionless in a scanner bore. This distinction has a
number of implications for SCAN research. Ecologically, an upright
position more closely mimics how people typically interact in the
social world than does a supine position. Perhaps more importantly,
however, research has shown that certain psychological processes, especially those pertaining to approach motivation, do not operate in the
same manner when people are lying down compared to when seated or
standing (Harmon-Jones and Peterson, 2009). This finding suggests
caution when interpreting the findings of all psychophysiological
studies in which participants’ body posture and movements are restricted, but seem especially important for fMRI and other neuroimaging studies in which participants lie down or are otherwise restrained.
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2008b;). For example, Amodio et al. (2007) demonstrated that individual differences in liberal vs conservative political ideology was
related to the sensitivity of the conflict monitoring system, as measured
by the ERN, linking ideology to a more general underlying process of
self-regulation (Figure 3). Other research by Inzlicht and Gutsell
(2007) suggests that conflict monitoring capabilities, as measured by
the ERN during the Stroop task, are diminished following the depletion of cognitive resources.
Another important feature of ERP research on self-regulation is the
typical incorporation of behavioral measures, which may be used to
validate interpretations of ERP effects. That is, self-regulation often
pertains to action control and ERP methods can be used in combination with behavioral tasks and methods that have been developed to
assess control in behavior. For example, Amodio et al. (2004) proposed
that the ERN should be associated with controlled, but not automatic
patterns of behavior during regulation of racial bias. Using a process
dissociation method to model independent estimates of automatic
and controlled responding (Jacoby, 1991; Payne, 2001), the authors
demonstrated that ERN amplitudes were strongly associated with controlled processing but unrelated to automatic processing. Thus, by
combining ERPs with the mathematical modeling of task behavior,
researchers can achieve a high level of theoretical and methodological
precision.

ERP approaches for social cognitive and affective neuroscience

Interpretational ssues
A final practical consideration concerns the mapping between psychological interpretations and ERP activity. As with most psychophysiological measures (including fMRI), a researcher must be very careful
when making specific psychological interpretations of ERP components. As a general principle, the neural source of a particular ERP
component is likely involved in multiple psychological functions and
therefore a one-to-one mapping of a psychological construct onto a
physiological indicator can never be assumed (Amodio, 2010a;
Cacioppo and Tassinary, 1990). Therefore, as discussed by Folstein
and van Petten (2008), readers are cautioned against assuming that,
for example, the N2 associated with an ingroup attention bias in social
categorization tasks (e.g. Ito and Urland, 2003, 2005) reflects the same
neural source or represents similar information processing operations
as the prominent N2 often seen in tasks involving response conflict or
inhibition (Amodio et al., 2004; Dickter and Bartholow, 2010).
Furthermore, although an ERP component may be described as reflecting a specific psychological process (see Fabiani et al., 2007) it is
likely that any given component represents multiple simultaneously
occurring neural activations, which together may comprise a circuit
important for numerous information processing operations. Similar
concerns pertain to fMRI, whereby a single observed activation may
actually reflect activity in multiple subregions, due to threshold-based
artifacts or the involvement of different populations of neurons underlying a similar pattern of BOLD activity. Furthermore, one can never
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be sure that an observed pattern of ERPs or BOLD signal (in fMRI)
from two different tasks actually reflects the same collection of neurons
(or the same psychological process) and so care is required in experimental design and data analysis to rule out potential alternative
interpretations.
CONCLUSIONS
ERP methodology offers a powerful set of tools for probing the neural
mechanisms underlying social cognition and affect. Here, we have
provided an overview of the ways that ERPs may be used to address
a range of critical questions concerning social and affective processes,
highlighting issues of evaluation, social cognition and self-regulation as
just a few examples. Given the advantages afforded by ERPs, such as
exquisite temporal measurement of neural activation and their versatile use with a range of experimental tasks, ERP methods are likely to
become increasingly prominent in SCAN laboratories, along with a
host of other neural and physiological approaches that have emerged
in the field of social neuroscience. As the questions of social and affective neuroscience continue to shift from neural location to neural
process, ERP methods will become increasingly indispensable and
more frequently integrated into the methodological toolkit of most
neuroimaging labs.
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